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Tonara has developed a mobile music-playing application for Apple's iPad that listens to musicians, shows their location in a
music score and .... Tonara is an audio-based app which is aimed towards any learners of any musical ... Tonara. Turning
practice into play. Tonara. iPhone; iPad. Download.. Available exclusively for iPad, Tonara might best be described as
"interactive" sheet music. Your tablet's microphone picks up the score you're .... Representatives for Tonara have contacted me
a number of times about the Woflie app for iPad, which is by Tonara. Tonara is an app that .... have you guys seen this yet?
http://tonara.com/ Not exactly the Sibelius for iPad, but seems to be incredibly handy.. Oh, it would be so nice if we .... This app
is available only on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. ... Tonara is the worldwide leader in music education platforms for both
teachers and students alike. ... Music teachers feel empowered as they can spend more time teaching music while the hassle of
motivating practice and .... I'm no musician, not by any stretch – but Tonara really looks like quite a groundbreaking app to me
and certainly looks very impressive in the .... Tonara, introduced this week at the TechCrunch Disrupt conference, is a digital
sheet music app and store for the iPad. The app doesn't just.... Start using the world's best studio management app for music
teachers today, and see a 68% increase in your students' at-home music practice. Tonara is a free .... Tonara, the mobile music-
playing app that listens, today released a new version of the iPad application that listens to musicians, shows their .... Wolfie,
developed by Tonara, is a piano app for the iPad that features some incredibly powerful tools for students as well as teachers. As
a brief .... Now TechCrunch Disrupt Battlefield Finalist Tonara thinks it has a fix: it's launching a new iPad application that will
display your sheet music, .... For students, Tonara 360 helps them manage their daily practice. It combines AI and algorithms,
along with feedback from teachers, to provide .... Tonara's Wolfie app for piano reproduces the familiar experience of paper
sheet music on the iPad by using digitization technology to create .... Title Tonara's iPad App Looks To Reinvent Sheet Music
For The Digital Age Author Jason Kincaid Press Reference Link .... Anyone who has ever turned pages for a classical musician
will recognize the value of the Tonara iPad app, which aims to give sheet music its .... But unlike its competitors, Tonara takes
advantage of the astonishing power packed into an iPad, for which it is specifically designed, and in .... Tonara was launched as
an iPad application during the TechCrunch Disrupt conference in San Francisco, on September 12, 2011. The presentation on
stage .... Tonara is the perfect music practice app that empowers music teachers and their teaching practice and helps them grow
their studio.. Check out this video. iPad app listens to musicians and follows along, so you don't need to switch sheet music. It
does a lot more. This is why ... 640313382f 
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